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MSV Advantage

Rocky Mountain Sewing & 
Vacuum has the

 LARGEST SELECTION 

of embroidery and sewing 
machines, sewing furniture, and 

vacuums in Colorado.

LOW PRICE GUARANTEE 
We will NEVER be undersold!

NO INTEREST FINANCING 
Available every day!

KNOWLEDGEABLE 
Our staff is 

experienced and friendly.

SERVICE ESTIMATES
Free, quick and thorough. 

 SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
Factory-trained, 

experienced experts

4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS 
Colo. Springs, 

Arvada, 
Aurora & 
Littleton

Thinking about replacing your 
vacuum? Well, shopping for a 
vacuum is similar to car shopping. 
Would you buy a car without a test 
drive? Would you purchase a car 
without knowing what accessories 
were included, what type of 
warranty was provided, or how well 
it performed during independent 
testing? You would probably 
even be interested in customer 
satisfaction ratings too. 

Do some research before you go. 
See what information you can find 
online about various brands, their 
models, and warranties. Make a list 
of features that are important to you 
such as fingertip controls, variable 
suction control, ability to change 
out tools easily, size and cost of 
replacement bags, etc. 

Add to your list your cleaning 
requirements such as thick carpet, 
hardwood floors, lamp shades, etc. 
Make sure to highlight if you need a 

How to Choose 
a Vacuum

special filter for allergies or asthma. 
Include any accessories or tools 
you use with your current vacuum 
that you really like, and also highlight 
any you wish to have included with 
your new vacuum. 

MOST IMPORTANT: Avoid “Big 
Box” stores that force you to buy 
a vacuum by grabbing a carton off 
a shelf without allowing you the 
opportunity to fully test the vacuum 
(including the tools and accessories) 
on a variety of surfaces. At Rocky 
Mountain Sewing and Vacuum, we 
allow you to fully test the models we 
carry. Our sales people have been 
trained to listen to your needs and 
recommend the best model to meet 
your cleaning needs. Remember we 
really want you to be satisfied with 
your purchase. 

Also, at RMSV we provide vacuum 
maintenance for your vacuum – even 
something as routine as changing 
a belt. We want to establish a 
relationship with you so you will be 
comfortable bringing your vacuum 
in for that routine service. We offer a 
service package to keep your vacuum 
working year to year. You won’t get 
that from a “Big Box” store!
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I started my career in the vacuum industry over 20 years 
ago, and I have sold Miele and Riccar vacuums since 
the beginning. Miele, Riccar and SEBO are brands well 
known for their quality deep cleaning vacuums built to 
last. (I still have one I purchased for myself way back 
when and use in my man-cave - and it works great!) I 
would like to share with you a recent experience. As you 
read it, reflect on your current vacuum and how clean 
you think YOUR carpet is…

A while back, I helped a friend move into a new 
apartment. The carpets had been professionally cleaned 
after the last tenant vacated. They looked great. The 
carpet had been vacuumed and shampooed beautifully! 
Well, knowing what I do about vacuums and how they 
are typically surface cleaners, I couldn’t resist giving the 
floors a quick once over, just for fun, with one of the 
premium vacuums that we carry. After I was finished, 
and being the vacuum nerd that I am, I figured it 
would be interesting to cut the bag open to see what 
was inside. I was SHOCKED! As you can see from the 
picture there was black dog hair, a TON of dirt, and 
other strange things in the bag. How could this be? This 
carpet had LOOKED really clean! Even I was surprised to 
see the amount in that vacuum bag. Obviously, the type 
and brand of vacuum really does make a difference!! 

If you are using a surface cleaning vacuum like a Shark 
or a Dyson, I guarantee you, too, have unwanted surprises 
hiding in your carpet. Anyone with carpet should 
consider a deep cleaning vacuum such as a Miele, SEBO, 
or Riccar. Tests have shown that having a deep cleaning 
vacuum helps with allergies, asthma, and other health 
issues, PLUS it extends the life of your carpet! 

Come into your local 
Rocky Mountain Sewing 
and Vacuum store 
TODAY and let our staff 
show you our selection 
of deep cleaning 
vacuums. Trade in that 
surface cleaner for a 
deep cleaner and get 
the clean you expect 
from a vacuum.

Rob Richards 
  — RMSV Owner

Our Valued Customers!

Real Life Vacuum Testimonial 

I have purchased 3 
sewing machines 

from Rocky Mountain 
Sewing and Vacuum 

and 2 vacuums. Service 
and assistance has 

been excellent. A drop 
in for help is always 
quickly completed 

by a very 
knowledgeable staff.  

— Brenda, Littleton, CO

The sales staff 
were excellent, 

very knowledgeable 
and helpful. 

Wide range of 
vacuums, at all price 
levels. I absolutely 
love my vacuum, 
and would highly 

recommend RMSV!

— Marla, Aurora, CO

The Team at  
RMSV went out of their 
way to help us with our 
broken vacuum. They 

even took the time to call 
the vacuum “expert”, who 
gave us a couple ideas on 

what might be wrong... 
and he was right! We will 

be buying from RMSV, 
they really

 know their stuff! 

— Bridget, Littleton, CO

The service was 
exceptional. RMSV 

bent over backwards 
to be sure I got what I 
needed, even pulling 

up accessory packages 
between vacuum models 

and printing them out 
so I could compare units 
in their store. I haven’t 
experienced customer 

service like that in 
decades.

— Todd, Littleton, CO
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With Riccar’s top-of-the-line vacuum 
cleaners, you’ll experience a clean unlike 
any other. Tandem Air Technology 
combines two technologies for 
exceptional carpet cleaning, strong 
suction for attachments and advanced 
HEPA media filtration - all in one vacuum.

How It Works

Most vacuums have either a clean 
air motor or a direct air motor. Each 
motor and type of technology has its 
strengths.

Clean air technology sucks the air 
through the filter, bringing dirt along 
with it. It’s great for advanced filtration 
and for cleaning with attachments.

Direct air technology agitates carpet 
fibers, releasing dirt particles. It’s well-
suited for carpet cleaning.

Tandem Air vacuums have both types 
of technology that work together – in 

tandem – to pull up deep-down dirt 
and lift it up and into the bag where 
it’s trapped in multiple layers of HEPA 
media filtration. And you won’t suffer 
low tool suction for this advanced level 
of cleaning. The result is a level of clean 
you’ve never seen.

You’ll find the revolutionary and 
exclusive Tandem Air Technology in the 
Riccar Radiance and Brilliance uprights. 
Ask for a Tandem Air demonstration. 
You’ll quickly see why every other 
vacuum with either a clean air motor or 
a direct air motor is no match for both 
motor systems in one machine.

Riccar Testimonial: 

“I just love my Riccar Radiance 
Premium. With an active household of 
3 boys that play sports and a big dog, 
I am always vacuuming. My favorite 
feature besides the long reach I get 
with the vacuum is the lights on the 
front (Heads Up dirt sensor) that let 
me know I got up all the dirt from my 
carpet. It’s the best!”  
                                 -Sherry, Arvada, CO

Riccar Tandem Air Technology: What is it?

OFF MAX

SUCTION

C
LE

AN AIR MOTO
R

OFF MAX

AIRFLOW

D
IR

ECT AIR MOTO
R

TANDEM AIR TECHNOLOGY uses two different types of cleaning motors working  
as one to lift and remove deeply‑embedded dirt from your carpets.

LRPT‑TA2

P A T E N T E D

UNSURPASSED CLEANING TECHNOLOGY

R30D Brilliance Deluxe 
The R30D Brilliance now sports a new look 
with a built-in carry handle and a rich, new 
color. It features the revolutionary Tandem Air 
System and multi-stage filtration including 
HEPA media and charcoal filters to trap 
allergens and odors. A self-sealing HEPA 
media bag makes bag changing simple. 

With a lifetime belt and metal parts in 
high-wear areas, it’s built to last for years 
of cleaning carpets, rugs and bare floors. A 
telescopic aluminum wand with stretch hose 
and on-board tools give you the power to 
reach up to 17 feet for cleaning floor to ceiling 
and everything in between.

•  5-year warranty
•  Made in the USA with globally-sourced parts

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-r30d-brilliance-deluxe/
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•  Two motors work in tandem for unsurpassed cleaning 
performance

•  Stainless steel bottom plate
•  Extruded aluminum brushroll with 3 rows of replaceable 

brushstrips
•  Brushed aluminum handle tube
•  Twin sets of LED headlights
•  100% sealed HEPA Plus media system with 7 layers of 

filtration
•   Granulated charcoal filter to capture odors
•  HEPA media self-sealing bag
•  Lifetime belt with Hall sensor protection
•  Heads up dirt sensor
•   Surface selector on handle
•  Extra-long stretch hose and telescopic wand
•   40’ cord 
•  Deluxe dusting brush, crevice tool and upholstery tool
•   Full bag and replace filter indicator lights
•  6 Position carpet height adjustment
•  5 Year warranty
•  Red Carpet Service Plan
•  Made in the USA with globally sourced components

R40P Radiance Premium

R25 Series
Dirt Sensor - As soon as deep down dirt is 
gone, the amber light turns off, letting you 
know you can move on.

Lifetime Belt Protection - When a jam is 
sensed, the brushroll stops until it’s cleared, 
saving you from unexpected belt changes.

Full Bag Sensor - Lights up to indicate that 
it’s time to change the bag, eliminating 
guesswork.

360o Turning - Turns on a dime, every time 
maneuvers through your home with ease.

HEPA Media Bag- Breathe easier! Multiple 
layers of filtration pick up and lock in 
harmful allergens, dust and even pet 
dander.

Advanced cleaning machines ideal for both bare floors & carpet.

R25 Deluxe R25 Standard R25 Pet

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-r25-deluxe/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-r25-standard/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-r25-premium-pet/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-r40p-radiance-premium/
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The SupraQuik is a portable canister vacuum that’s perfect for cleaning 
cars, stairs and rugs. Comes with mini-tools, strap and a long cord for 
vacuuming on-the-go!

SupraQuik Portable Canister

•  Squeegee - cleans bare floors 
beautifully

•  ABS plastic body 
•  Metal brushroll with replaceable 

brushstrips 
•   Meets HEPA filtration standard 

of 99.97% efficiency at 0.3 
microns

•  Weighs only nine pounds 
(without power cord)

•  40’ power cord with two speeds 

Warranty and FREE Services!
•  7-year warranty
•  A special service plan allowing 17 

service visits for the SupraLite 17

Portable Vacuums

Powerful and lightweight handheld 
vacuum includes micro tools for clean-
ing keyboards, printers, cars, electronic 
equipment and much more!

GEM

Lightweight SupraLite Upright!

Handheld and portable vacuums can be great for quick clean up of spills, furniture and stairs.  
They are also very useful to keep in your crafting space to keep it tidy or to clean your car or RV. 

•  700 watt motor
•  Odor absorbing charcoal filter 

and twin ply electrostatic bag
•  Shoulder strap
•  4.5 pounds
•   Tools include 2 wands, floor tool, 

flexible hose, dusting brush, 
crevice tool and upholstery tool

•  Micro tool set included
•  25’ cord

Service value 
over $1,100!

•  Upholstery brush with nylon 
bristles

•  Crevice tool with detachable 
nylon bristled brush

•   Dusting brush with nylon 
bristles

•  Flexible hose

R17 Premium R10CV
With its Gold Seal 
of Approval from 
the Carpet and Rug 
Institute, rest assured 
performance isn’t 
sacrificed for an 
attractive price. The 
SupraLite Entry, first 
introduced more than a 
decade ago, continues 
to be a solid value for 
years of remarkable 
floor cleaning.
•  Weighs 8 pounds
•  ABS plastic body
•  Durable components 

stand up to daily use

SERVICE 
VALUE
$500

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-supralite-r17-premium/
http://rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-supralite-r10cv-cordless/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-supraquick-portable-canister/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/riccar-gem-handheld/
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Vacuums come in 2 distinct types: 
Canister and Upright. Most of us 
tend to just go with the familiar, what 
we grew up with, what our mom 
used. Yet, when you decide to either 
buy your first vacuum, or replace 
your old one, you should be aware 
there are significant differences 
between the canister type and the 
upright type. 

Uprights are the type most of us 
think of when we imagine a vacuum 
cleaner. More uprights are sold in 
the United States than other types 
of vacuums. But does the upright 
design really meet your cleaning 
needs? It is a tall, straight rigid unit 
with either a huge dust bag or 
collection chamber, large cleaning 
head, long cord that wraps around 
the unit for storage, and it’s heavy. It 
was designed for to move easily and 
freely on large open areas of carpet. 

The power head was specifically 
designed to effectively loosen and 
remove most of the dirt embedded 
in your carpet. You can easily tuck 
the upright in a closet or a corner 
when you are not using it. 

But what about other surfaces, 
stairs, drapes, etc.? You’re thinking 
“my upright came with hoses and 
tools to clean those other spaces”. 
However, those hoses and tools are 
afterthoughts – not integrated into 
the design of the unit. Attaching the 
hoses and tools often is awkward 
on an upright. Moving the upright 
around with those hoses and tools 
attached is difficult. Plus, an upright 
can be heavy - making it very 
difficult to carry up and down stairs 
if you live in a multi-story house. 

Now let’s look at a canister vacuum. 
The canister vacuum has a main 
tank like unit with a long, flexible 
hose attached to a rigid (typically 
metal), tube wand connected to the 
removable powerhead or hard floor 
brush, a retractable cord, and built in 
storage for the integrated tools. 

Canisters are lighter in weight than 
an upright, thus making them easier 
to transport from one level of your 
home to another. 

Canister vacuums are designed to be 
versatile, to effectively clean a variety 
of surfaces and areas. Canisters 
perform efficiently and conveniently 
on hard surfaces, walls, drapes, 
windowsills, lampshades, furniture, 
stairs, etc., with little frustration. And 
it is possible to get the same carpet 
cleaning power of a good upright 
by making sure your canister has a 
motorized powerhead included.  

So which is better? If you have 
limited furniture pieces with 
expansive areas of wall to wall 
carpeting, then you will really 
appreciate an upright. It was 
designed for exactly that type of 
cleaning. If you need to clean a 
variety of different surfaces and 
areas with ease and want portability 
plus great cleaning performance on 
all those different areas, then a 

canister is probably best. Also, a 
canister is more maneuverable in 
tight spaces or homes with more 
furniture pieces. 

Ultimately, the choice between 
an upright and a canister vacuum 
is up to you; whatever you are 
comfortable with is the right choice. 
When selecting your next vacuum, 
keep your cleaning needs and habits 
in mind. Come in to Rocky Mountain 
Sewing and Vacuum and try different 
models of each type before you 
settle on one. Make sure you actually 
try using the various included tools 
and hoses. Remember, most “big 
box” discount stores sell directly 
off the shelves and don’t allow you 
to test before you buy. And if your 
biggest motivation is something as 
simple as a retractable cord, you’ll 
benefit from trying before you buy!

Canister vs. Upright – Which is Right for Me?

R10CV
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Jill Compact Canister 

•  Full Bag Indicator 
•  HEPA Media Filter Lightweight - It’s only 9 pounds!
•  HEPA Media Bag - Traps particles in the bag when 

vacuuming.
•  Bonus Tools - Includes a bonus floor tool with  

soft-as-a-lamb micro fiber pad.

She’s small in size but big on power! Jill cleans small 
spaces with bare floors beautifully and traps dust 
particles in her HEPA media bag and filter.

Your vacuum should be a durable cleaning machine. To guarantee this, Simplicity Vacuums have 
metal components in all the right places. Many models have HEPA media filtration, too. That means 
every time you vacuum with Simplicity you’ll also breathe a little easier.

No matter what type of home you have, there’s a Simplicity 
for you. If you have a lot of stairs or large rooms, a lightweight 
vacuum is a great choice. Need something for hard to reach 
places? Choose a vacuum with lots of attachments. Does your 

home have more throw rugs than carpet? A canister vacuum 
might be the best choice. With Simplicity, you’ll transform 
your home into a tidier, happier place.

Simplicity - Budget Conscious Vacuums

S20EZM

•  Aluminum Telescopic 
Wand

•  HEPA Media Bag
•  Gold Seal of Approval
•  HEPA Media Filter
•  Onboard Tools 

Want a great value on 
a HEPA media vacuum 
with extra-long reach and 
power? Look no further 
than the S20EZM. Its quick-
draw wand and on-board 
tools make above-the-floor 
cleaning simple, and its 
metal brushroll, handle 
tube and wand are made to 
last. Plus it carries the Gold 
Seal of Approval from the 
Carpet and Rug Institute.

Lightweight, cordless vacuum is perfect for cleaning bare floors and 
rugs. Remove the wand, and use as a handheld vacuum with up to 
25 minutes runtime. All models come with a combination dusting 
brush/crevice tool, charging base, 21.6-volt lithium-ion battery and 
battery charger, wall bracket and HEPA media filter. The carpet 
nozzle features bright LED lights, brushroll and is gentle on floors.

S65 Cordless

S65P 
Premium
•  Handset
•  Metal Wand
•  Dual Charge Base
•  Two Batteries
•  Battery Charger
•  Carpet Nozzle
•  Hard Floor Nozzle
•  Pet Nozzle
•  Tool Combo
•  Upholstery Tool
•  Elbow Tool
•  Wall Bracket

S65D 
Deluxe
•  Handset
•  Metal Wand
•  Single Charge 

Base
•  One Battery
•  Battery Charger
•  Carpet Nozzle
•  Pet Nozzle
•  Tool Combo
•  Upholstery Tool
•  Wall Bracket

S65S 
Standard
•  Handset
•  Metal Wand
•  Single Charge 

Base
•  One Battery
•  Battery Charger
•  Carpet Nozzle
•  Tool Combo
•  Wall Bracket

Thread 
will not tangle 

in this  
brushroll!

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product-category/vacuums/simplicity-vacuums/
http://rockymountainsewing.com/product/simplicity-s20ezm/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/simplicity-jill/
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In recent years bagless vacuums 
have made a big surge in the 
vacuum world due to the 
convenience of not having to replace 
the dust bag when it becomes full. 
Just empty the canister of debris 
and you are ready to vacuum again. 
The conventional thinking behind 
owning bagless vacuums is that they 
are more convenient than bagged 
machines, are less expensive to 
own because you are not buying 
bags, and are more environmentally 
friendly than bagged vacuums. 
Washable filters and the ability to 
clean out the dust container as 
needed (especially after vacuuming 
up a valuable that you need to 
retrieve) are also features that 
appeal to consumers.

What is the down side to a bagless 
vacuum? For some consumers, 
emptying the dust container can 
be a messy experience and then 
having to wash the container 
and the filters after cleaning the 
floors is not an appealing thought. 
Additionally, washable filters are not 
really washable. You can rinse them 
under the faucet, but much of the 
dirt remains in the filter. They are 
much like a kitchen sponge; you can 
try to wash them as much as you 
want, but ultimately you will need 

to replace them often. Clogged 
filters will reduce suction power and 
having to continually buy new filters 
can be expensive. Filters on bagless 
vacuums need to be replaced at 
least once a year, and the cost of 
doing so is often far more than the 
cost of replacing bags once every 
couple of months. Also the filtration 
is not as good on a bagless vacuum 
because they are not a totally 
sealed system. If someone in your 
household suffers from allergies, 
the recirculating particulates in the 
exhaust air and what may leak from 
around the canister will likely bother 
their allergies.

The airborne dust particles that 
come from the bagless container 
being emptied move through several 
rooms of your house quickly. Little 
to no dust particles are expelled 
from a sealed system in a bagged 
vacuum, which means these 
vacuums are far better at helping 
minimize the dust in the air that can 
trigger allergic reactions.

Other positives for the bagged 
vacuums is that they most often 
use a HEPA filter to capture more 
allergens and other airborne 
particles. In order to earn the 
name “HEPA,” the filters have to 
go through rigorous testing to 

ensure that they can capture at 
least 99.97% of particulates 0.3 
microns or larger. HEPA filters are 
known to remove more dust and 
pollen from the air than any other 
type of filter available, especially 
in vacuum cleaners. In addition, 
while most bagless filters use a 
lot of plastics that are not good 
for the environment, many bag 
manufacturers now use materials 
that are biodegradable, thus making 
them a better choice if you are 
environmentally conscious.

In the end, buying bags for your 
vacuum is cheaper, cleaner, and 
better for the environment than 
buying filters.

In making your decision as to which 
vacuum is the right choice for you, it 
really comes down to knowing what 
you need and want in a vacuum 
cleaner. By weighing each of these 
pros and cons, you’ll have a better 
idea of whether a bagged or bagless 
vacuum is better for you and your 
home.

Bagged vs. Bagless – Which is Better?
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SEBO America has been located in the greater Denver area for the past 20 years. 
Worldwide, SEBO has been around for 40+ years and their vacuums have always 
been made in Germany.

SEBO believes that vacuums with bags have better filtration 
therefore, all of their vacuum models have filtered bags. 
S-class, hospital-grade filtration, is the standard that all 
SEBO vacuums live by. The S-class standard requires filters 
to absorb greater than 99.9% of particles down to 0.3 
microns in diameter. For comparison, 100 microns is the 

diameter of a human hair. SEBO filters have a relatively 
open texture that allows smoother airflow for better suction 
performance, a longer life expectancy, and they cost less 
than HEPA filters. SEBO vacuums are extremely durable 
and easy to use and therefore make a great addition to your 
clean house regimen. – Jeff Merrill, SEBO

•  Warranty: 5 years bumper-to-bumper, 7 
years motor warranty

•  Instant-use suction hose
•  Flat-to-the-floor 6” profile
•  4-level manual brush height adjustment
•  30’ power cord
•  Easy brush removal & cleaning
•  Soft start motor with variable suction 

control on handle
•  Full bag indicator and automatic brush 

shutoff
•  Detachable suction unit is a hand-held 

portable vacuum

Felix Rosso

•  Warranty: 5 years bumper-to-bumper.  
7 years motor warranty. 5 year belt warranty.

•  37’ cleaning radius (power cord and hose 
assembly)

•  Flat-to-the-floor 3 ½” profile
•  Manual height adjustment with  

4 settings on power nozzle
•  Full bag indicator with thermal  

reset and automatic brush shutoff
•  25’ power cord with cord rewind
•  Easy brush removal & cleaning
•  Rubber wheels and bumpers
•  Clog access door
•  Suction control on handle
•  Soft start motor
•  Hospital-grade filtration

Airbelt E3 Premium Arctic White 

Why SEBO?

•  10 year parts, 10 year motor, and  
7 year labor.

•  12” power head width
•  52’ cleaning radius
•  Titanium reinforced neck
•  Included: ET-1 power head,  

premium parquet brush,  crevice  
nozzle and upholstery nozzle

•  Instant-use Suction Hose
•  A flat-to-the-floor 6” profile
•  Four-level manual brush height 

adjustment
•  Brush obstruction light with automatic 

brush shut off
•  Easy brush removal & cleaning

Airbelt D4 Onyx

Includes 
5-pc Canister 
Value Pack! 
$160 value!

Duo-P Carpet Cleaning Machine

Duo-P Clean Box
•  Contains one  

1.1 lb bag

Duo-P Refill Package
•  Contains 5 1.1 lb pack
•  Can clean up to 250 

square feet of carpet

•  Designed to dry clean large carpeted areas and rugs
•  Two spinning brushes open the carpet pile,  

enabling the duo-p powder to clean each fiber
•   Leaves no detergent residue
•  Eliminates pet dander &  

dust mite allergens
•  Lightweight, 11 pounds
•  40 ft cord

Includes 
Clean Box & 
Refill Pack!
 $69 value!

http://rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-airbelt-e3-premium
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-airbelt-d4-premium-onyx/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-felix-premium/
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Airbelt E1 Kombi
•  Straight suction Kombi nozzle
•  The AIRBELT E1 Kombi cannot 

accommodate an electric power head
•  Included: Kombi nozzle, dusting brush, 

crevice and upholstery nozzles
•  Suction adjustment switch on  

canister body
•  A flat-to-the-floor 31/4” profile
•  Mid-size canister vacuum
•  Durable and maneuverable

Airbelt E2 Turbo
•  Straight suction vacuum with turbo head and 

parquet brush
•  Included: turbo nozzle, parquet brush, dusting 

brush, crevice and upholstery nozzles
•  The AIRBELT E2 turbo cannot  

accommodate an electric  
power head

•  Suction adjustment switch on  
canister body

•  A flat-to-the-floor 31/4” profile
•  Mid-size canister vacuum
•  Durable and maneuverable

•  10 year parts and motor, 7 year labor.
•  On-board tools with Instant-use  

suction hose
•  Flat-to-the-floor 6” profile
•  Electronic automatic height adjustment
•  40’power cord
•  Easy brush removal & cleaning
•  Soft start motor with two modes of 

automatic brush agitation
•  Full bag indicator with thermal reset and 

automatic brush shutoff
•  Highest levels of  

filtration. Includes 2  
extra pet attachments 
 and an anti-odor filter

•  Clog access door
•  LED headlight

Auto X7 Premium Pet Onyx
•  10 year parts, 10 year motor, and 7 year labor. 
•  37’ cleaning radius (power cord and hose assembly)
•  Flat-to-the-floor 3½” profile
•  Manual height adjustment with  

4 settings on power nozzle
•  Full bag Indicator with thermal reset  

and automatic brush shutoff
•  Rubber wheels and bumpers
•  25’ Power Cord with Cord Rewind
•  Easy Brush Removal & Cleaning
•  Clog access door
•  Suction control on handle
•  Soft start motor
•  Hospital-grade filtration

Airbelt E3 Premium Onyx 

•  10 year parts, 10 year motor and 7 year labor. 
•  Instant-use suction hose
•  Flat-to-the-floor 6” profile
•  4-level manual brush height adjustment
•  30’ power cord
•  Easy brush removal & cleaning
•  Soft start motor with variable 

suction control on handle
•  Full bag indicator and  

automatic brush shutoff
•  Detachable suction unit is a  

hand-held portable vacuum

Felix Onyx Attachment Kits for Felix vacuums 
are sold separately

3 - Set Tool Kit
•  Upholstery Nozzle
•  22” Extension Wand
•  9’2” Extension Hose

 6 - Piece Pet Value Pack
•  Pet Hair Nozzle
•  Grooming Brush
•  Adapter
•  Extender
•  Turbo Brush
•  Brush Roller Cleaning Tool

Includes 
4-pc Upright 
Value Pack!
$110 value!

Includes 
Extension Hose, 

Turbo Brush, and 
Anti-Odor  

Micro Filter.
$100 value!

Includes 
5-pc Canister 
Value Pack! 
$160 value!

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-felix-premium-onyx/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-automatic-x7-premium-pet/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-airbelt-e3-premium-onyx/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-airbelt-e1-kombi/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/sebo-airbelt-e2-turbo/
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Why Filtration is Important for 
You and Your Vacuum

When it comes to purchasing a vacuum, 
it can get confusing to differentiate 
between marketing gimmicks and factors 
that genuinely affect how well your 
machine performs. A huge buzzword that 
we see thrown around today is filtration – 
especially when you look at the packages 
for vacuums available at the big box 
stores. But how important is filtration, and 
how do you know whether your vacuum 
has good filtration?

Without good filtration, vacuums would 
just throw the dirt that they vacuumed up 
right back into the air. Of course, a vacuum 
cleaner filtration system is only as good as 
the largest particle that it lets through. The 
smaller the particle that the filter blocks, 
the cleaner the air you breathe. 

Despite the advertising that we see from 
bagless companies, bagged machines 
tend to provide better filtration than 
bagless vacuums. Check out our blog, 
It’s In the Bag! Allergy Sufferers, Get 
a Bagged Vacuum Cleaner for all the 
reasons you might want to invest in a 
good vacuum that uses a bag. 

Consider that every time you change 
a bag on the bagged vacuum, you are 
essentially putting a new filter on the 
machine. 

Okay, you like your bagless vacuum, so 
what about filtration for those types of 
vacuums?

Bagless vacuum manufactures tend to 
focus on the fact that you don’t need 
to change bags on a their vacuums. 
However, they don’t always mention that 
you do need to change filters at least 
once a year in order to keep your 

vacuum filtering the air effectively. If you 
don’t change the filters on their bagless 
vacuums very often (if at all), the dirt 
continues to fill up the filter until the 
vacuum is just spewing tons of dirt back 
in the air.

So which machines provide the best 
filtration? Ultimately, only a few vacuums 
actually measure zero particles through 
the exhaust ports and they are all bagged 
machines. The best-filtering machines are 
those that have multiple levels of filtration; 
in most cases, they will have a HEPA bag, 
a prefilter, and a HEPA exhaust filter all 
working together to provide the highest 
levels of filtration.

So how is your vacuuming filtering? Examine 
your filters to see how dirty they are.

For bagged vacuums: 
•  Make sure you are changing your bags 

at least once every two months.
•   If your exhaust filters appear black, it is 

definitely past time to replace them
•   If they appear gray, you will want to plan 

to change them in the near future.

For bagless vacuums, replace your filters 
a minimum of once a year. Just be aware 
that even if you keep up on the filter 
replacement, it is likely that your vacuum 
is still throwing dust back in the air.

Our ultimate recommendation, if you are 
looking for the best filtering vacuums, is 
to choose a bagged machine with high 
quality exhaust filters.

So, if you are concerned about the quality 
of the air in your home after you vacuum, 
come see us and let us show you some 
of the best vacuums that will meet your 
vacuuming AND filtration needs.

Dave Lange, RMSV Vacuum General Manager
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Most vacuum cleaners have a brushroll which is turned by a belt. 
Stiff brushes on the roll and vibration from the vacuum provide 
necessary agitation to deep clean your carpet. After about 3 to 6 
months, the belt has stretched out, especially in our dry Colorado 
air. This means the brushroll turns slowly, or sometimes not at all. 
The suction from the vacuum will still pick up surface litter, but you 
will lose deep cleaning power. This can cause dirt buildup in the 
base of your carpet and will lead to excessive carpet wear. It doesn’t 
take long to change a belt, but it can save you hours of cleaning and 
effort. Our Rocky Mountain vacuum experts are happy to help you 
find the proper belt and can even install it too! 

Check Your Belt & Brush!

NEVER CHANGE A BELT AGAIN! 
Ask us how! 

Vacuums have Preventative Maintenance
Just like your car,  a vacuum cleaner is a machine, 
just like any other appliance in your home. Proper 
maintenance is required to help keep it working as 
efficiently as possible. Replacing a vacuum can be 
expensive. Here are some quick and painless tips to 
help keep your vacuum performing its best: 

  Empty bagless models often 

   Always replace your vacuum bag once it is  
3/4 of the way full

   Make sure the bag is attached properly 

   Check the filters and the hose

   Check the belt every 3-6 months 

   Replace the belt once a year, regardless of 
whether it is broken 

   Clean the brush roll 

   Take your vacuum to the vacuum doctor for 
annual check ups 

RMSV accepts walk-in visits and 
offers FREE ESTIMATES. 

We are happy to help answer any  
questions you may have!

The perfect way to keep your new vacuum 
working year after year! Add this great T.L.C. 
package to the purchase of your new vacuum.

First Year Overall Service: 
 One Free, Minimum Value $79.99

This complete service cleans, lubricates and 
maintains your vacuum. Bring your vacuum back 
to its original condition for better performance. 
Parts and extended labor extra.

One Year Supply of Bags Free! 
Average Value $65

One year supply is equivalent to 12 bags or one 
FREE HEPA filter for bagless vacuums.

Lifetime Vacuum Discount. 
Average Value $500

Save 25% off bags, belts, filters, accessories and 
service for the lifetime of the vacuum. 

Vacuum T.L.C.

Retail Value of Over $650

Only $12499 
With purchase of a new vacuum.

FREE
ESTIMATES
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C3 HomeCare Plus
•  High suction power – 1200 W
•  AllTeQ floorhead is ideal for 

hard floors and low-pile carpet
•  Long, flexible crevice nozzle 

for cleaning narrow gaps
•  Maximum air hygiene with 

HEPA AirClean filter
•  No need to stoop thanks  

to plus/minus foot controls
•  Include premium  

power nozzle
• 5-year warranty.

Miele’s Canister Vacuums

•  Miele C3 Brilliant Complete Canister 
Vacuum (bronze pearl finish)

•  SES131 electric hose with  
Integrated Handle

•  SET220 Electric Telescopic Wand

•  SEB236 Powerbrush

•  SBB400-3 Parquet Twister

•  SBD285-3 Combination  
Rug & Floor Tool

•  Natural Fiber Dusting Brush

•  Upholstery Brush`

•  3-year warranty

C3 Brilliant

Offering a 5-year manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labor for most models, the HomeCare line 
has Miele’s most comprehensive warranty package! Plus, all HomeCare Vacuums have earned the 
Good Housekeeping Seal. Miele HomeCare vacuums also feature additional accessories and tools 
just for your needs. 

Complete C3 HomeCare

MODEL OVERVIEW

Complete C3 HomeCare

Color: Autumn Red 

Floor Tool: AllTeQ Combination Floorhead 
 (SBD 285-3), Three Optional Electro Brush 
Floorheads

Filter: HEPA AirClean Filter (HA 50)

Item Number: 
Complete_C3_HOMECARE_+_SEB217-3
Complete_C3_HOMECARE_+_SEB228
Complete_C3_HOMECARE_+_SEB236

EAN: 4002515536445

Features:

•  1,200–watt Miele-Made  
   Vortex Motor™

•  6-setting suction control via +/- Foot 
   Switch

•  Exclusive Miele AirClean System™ 

•  Type GN FilterBag™, 4.76 qt

•  HEPA AirClean filter (HA50)

•  AllTeQ Combination Floorhead     
   (SBD 285-3)

•  Choice of Electro Brush Floorhead:
 Electro Comfort (SEB 217-3)
 Electro Plus (SEB 228)
 Electro Premium (SEB 236)

•  Additional Accessories 
 Flexible Crevice Nozzle (SFD 20)
 Universal Dusting Brush (SUB 20)

•  Integrated Dusting Brush, Upholstery 
   Nozzle and Crevice Nozzle

•  One-touch cable rewind

•  36 ft overall cleaning radius

Universal Brush (SUB 20)Flexible Crevice Nozzle (SFD 20)

AllTeQ Combination Floorhead
(SBD 285-3)

One of three optional Electro Brush
Floorhead

MODEL LIST

Complete C3 + SEB 217-3 $999

Complete C3 + SEB 228 $1049

Complete C3 + SEB 236 $1099

Complete C3 HomeCare

MODEL OVERVIEW

Complete C3 HomeCare

Color: Autumn Red 

Floor Tool: AllTeQ Combination Floorhead 
 (SBD 285-3), Three Optional Electro Brush 
Floorheads

Filter: HEPA AirClean Filter (HA 50)

Item Number: 
Complete_C3_HOMECARE_+_SEB217-3
Complete_C3_HOMECARE_+_SEB228
Complete_C3_HOMECARE_+_SEB236

EAN: 4002515536445

Features:

•  1,200–watt Miele-Made  
   Vortex Motor™

•  6-setting suction control via +/- Foot 
   Switch

•  Exclusive Miele AirClean System™ 

•  Type GN FilterBag™, 4.76 qt

•  HEPA AirClean filter (HA50)

•  AllTeQ Combination Floorhead     
   (SBD 285-3)

•  Choice of Electro Brush Floorhead:
 Electro Comfort (SEB 217-3)
 Electro Plus (SEB 228)
 Electro Premium (SEB 236)

•  Additional Accessories 
 Flexible Crevice Nozzle (SFD 20)
 Universal Dusting Brush (SUB 20)

•  Integrated Dusting Brush, Upholstery 
   Nozzle and Crevice Nozzle

•  One-touch cable rewind

•  36 ft overall cleaning radius

Universal Brush (SUB 20)Flexible Crevice Nozzle (SFD 20)

AllTeQ Combination Floorhead
(SBD 285-3)

One of three optional Electro Brush
Floorhead

MODEL LIST

Complete C3 + SEB 217-3 $999

Complete C3 + SEB 228 $1049

Complete C3 + SEB 236 $1099

One of three optional  
Electro Brush Floorhead

AllTeQ
Combination Floorhead

Flexible Crevice Nozzle Universal Brush

Miele’s most advanced model offers convenience, perfor-
mance and luxury features that make it the ultimate Miele 
canister vacuum cleaner. Advanced Fingertip Suction 
Control with Automatic Adjustment and bonus floor tools 
give you complete control over every surface.

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/miele-complete-c3-brilliant/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/miele-complete-c3-homecare-plus/


Triflex
Experience the innovative power of 
three cordless vacuums in one.  
Miele’s 3-in-1 design is a true 
innovation that combines outstanding 
suction power with fast cleaning.

These cordless stick vacuum cleaners 
are ready to use in an instant. With no 
cord, they offer maximum flexibility 
while a high-capacity rechargeable 
battery means they can clean large 
areas without interruption.

Triflex HX2 Cat & Dog
cordless stick vacuum

MODEL OVERVIEW

Triflex HX2 Cat & Dog

Color: Obsidian black

Filter: HEPA Lifetime Filter

Material Number: 11827010

EAN/UPC: 4002516453024

Dimensions (LxHxW): 11.42" x 29.96" x 81.69"

Complete Vacuum Weight: 8.02 lbs

Warranty Including Battery: 2 years

3 included cleaning accessoriesCompact Electrobrush (HX-SEB 23)

MODEL MAP LIST

Triflex HX2 Cat & Dog $929 $1,079

Features:
•  Made in Germany

•  Patented* 3in1 design for exceptional

   flexibility

•  Miele's most powerful vacuum cleaner

•  NEW Miele-Made Digital Efficiency 

   Motor

•  Up to 60-minutes of cleaning with a 

   single charge

•  11" wide electrobrush with automatic

    flooring recognition

•  HEPA Lifetime Filter with 99.999% dust  

   retention capacity

•  NEW Twist2Open dust bin with 

   ComfortClean for quick, hygienic emptying

•  Easily parks upright

Special HX2 Cat & Dog Features:
•  BrilliantLight LED headlight

•  Compact Electrobrush (HX-SEB 23)

Miele-Made Digital Efficiency Motor11" Wide XXL Electrobrush with
BrilliantLight LED headlight

11” Wide XXL Electrobrush

Compact Electrobrush

Miele-Made Digital Motor

3 included cleaning accessories

Cordless and Flexible

Triflex HX1 Cat & Dog Triflex HX1 Lotus White
Special Features:
•  Electro compact handheld 

brush
•  Brilliant light LED headlight
•  HEPA lifetime
•  Filter and Fine Dust Filter  

for 99.99% filtration

Special Features:
•  Base model includes 

charger and 3 
attachments

•  Great for an apartment 
or a dorm room!

•  Handles quick pick-ups 
with ease

All Triflex models feature:
•  Powerful Miele-made Vortex 

Motor™
•  Cleaning performance of a full-size 

Miele canister
•  11” wide XXL Electrobrush for low 

to medium pile carpeting and 
smooth flooring

•  Varta® removable battery with 60 
minute run time, up to 1,345 sq. ft.

•  Hygiene lifetime filter and fine dust 
filter for 99.98% filtration

•  Comfortable hand grip with 3 
power settings

•  Bagless
•  Easily parks upright
•  Made in Germany

15

Ask about the the 
latest HX2 Triflex!
•  Soft-start motor
•  Digital brushless 

motor

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/miele-triflex-hx1-lotus-white/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/miele-triflex-hx1-cat-dog/
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Air Purifiers

AP40 PRO

•  360° filter (HEPA + active carbon)
•  High performance turbo mode
•  Low energy consumption
•  Ultra quiet operation, including a night mode
•  WiFi Connection with corresponding app 

free of charge
•  Superior sensors for automatic mode
•  Remote control
•  Recommended for allergy sufferers
•  Filters pollutants such as chemicals, odors, 

PM2.5 particles, & NO2
•  5-year limited warranty on all parts excluding 

wearables

The compact air purifier for pure indoor air – Ideal for room sizes 
of 400 square feet, making it perfect for bedrooms and small 
commercial offices.

IDEAL AP80 PRO

•  360° filter (HEPA + active carbon)
•  Fine mesh prefilter
•  High performance turbo mode
•  Low energy consumption
•  Ultra quiet operation, including a night mode
•  Remote control
•  Superior sensors for automatic mode
•  Convenient timer (start & stop)
•  Recommended for allergy sufferers
•  Recommended against chemicals & smells
•  Effective against fine dusts (PM2.5 and others)
•  Effective against nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
•  5-year limited warranty on all parts excluding 

wearables

The professional air purifier for pure indoor air – Ideal for room 
sizes of 800 square feet, making it perfect for larger areas with 
higher volumes of foot traffic such as living rooms, kitchens, and 
larger commercial office spaces.

IDEAL AP140 PRO 

•  360° HEPA filter 
•  Activated carbon filter available
•  Fine mesh prefilter
•  High performance turbo mode
•  Low energy consumption
•  Night mode
•  Remote control
•  Superior sensors for automatic mode
•  Convenient timer (start & stop)
•  Recommended for allergy sufferers
•  Effective against fine dusts (PM2.5 and others)
•  7-year limited warranty on all parts excluding 

wearables

The professional air purifier for pure indoor air – Ideal for room 
sizes of 1400 square feet, making it perfect for larger areas with 
higher volumes of foot traffic such as large open floor plans and 
larger commercial office spaces and warehouses. 

Ah, clean air! Now that’s something that everyone wants, right? Did you know that the air inside your 
house can actually be worse to breathe in than the air outdoors? Yep! Rocky Mountain Sewing and 
Vacuum wants you to breathe easier, so awe are now carrying air purifiers! 

RockyMountainSewing.com • 888-897-6362

Colo. Springs  
5611 N. Academy Blvd. 

Colo. Springs, CO 80918 
719-597-8888

Littleton
8601 W. Cross Dr. #P-1 

Littleton, CO 80123
 303-979-2334

Arvada
7330 W. 88th Ave. Unit J

Arvada, CO 80021 
303-404-0370

Aurora
15400 E. Smoky Hill Rd.

Aurora, CO 80015  
720-870-2711

4 Convenient Locations to Serve You!

https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/ideal-ap40-pro/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/ideal-ap80-pro/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/product/ideal-ap140-pro/
https://www.rockymountainsewing.com/locations/
https://www.facebook.com/rockymountainsewing
https://www.instagram.com/rockymountainsewing/?mc_cid=61a2be8c09&mc_eid=UNIQID
https://www.pinterest.com/rockymountainsewingandvacuum
https://www.youtube.com/@rockymountainsewingandvacuum
https://www.ebay.com/usr/rocky_mountain_sewing?_trksid=p2047675.m3561.l2559
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